Area: 1343 Acres

Survey. By virtue of a warrant from the County Surveyor for Wm. Sprackley 1343 acres of land in Stafford County and on the Branches of labor Run, beginning at a Marked rod also belonging to the Barber and running along S. Barbers line NW 80 per to another of S. Barbers Corners then east along E. line 1232 W 100 per to another of W 82 to 62 per to a large white oak. Marked TB corner to S. Barber then east along S. Barbers line 827 W 187 per to a black oak in line of Marked trees belonging to Carter then east along E. Carter's line 125 348 per to a box oak in E. Carter's line then east 158 185 per to a small white oak in a line of E. C. where a farm tract belonging to E. Carter then east along E. line 500 152 per to a large white oak in line of W 114 per to another corner then due S 900 128 per to another of S. Carter's
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